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-BY-K-a-t-bl-ee-n-()-'R-e-il-lY-'-::'~-'--"';"-"'"'""'..- .• ; ,·As a result, society \ViJJ be better' off. If
.. .'. . '.' '·.c<;"" .only 10 of the reIeasedprisoners become ..
ChiefJustlce Warren E.BurgertOld the: ..... ~o.oocitizens America wUlsavea.lot of ~.
NLCcommunity the. time is ripe to instill'" ;·mJUl"Y,tragedy and money, said Burger .: '
changes in~.prison· reform he has beer{; , - .'".: t¥te~'Burger's 19~1'speech; h~ ~ent to
advocatingformanyyears.· . '>: ..: China. and .sa~pnsonsfunctionmg ~
Burger was the main speaker at the , '. factones Within fences.' Upon Burger s
recentdedication of the Jacob Burns Law. request.. George Washington University
Library. Approximately:.2,OOO .' alumni;::.: spo~or~a .trip. for prison . offic~als;...::
studentsand faculty assembled behind the :'- business . leaders, union representatives .
new building' to hear Burger;'alongwith _~ and tw0l!.S/CC?ngressmen to visit with
Dr.Jacob Burns and Dean Barron. . . .• Burgerprisonsfn Northern Europe. The
Inwhat was essentially an update of the .: prison-systems there fl:1llcti~nmuCh)ike
. commencement. address-he gave: af the ,._. _Burger wouldlik~;. the:...U.S:;.system'. to;
NLCin Spring 1981,Burger criticizedthe- '.' Pr.isoners work for pay and those·without"> ..• /c.>...> ... v.i,.iJ;:·...,. ; .<:~., . ... , ..
~,S. priSonsystem;bu~remarked on.th~· . - .~kills are trained and educated .. :;":. ·;;' .•Sy'-~2";:2~."Tht{Chief)usticeAddressesNiC
unprovementssome prISons are makmg.t The key' obstacles preventing U.S.' :- ....•. ·······t·.c·. •... ..., .": . . . .'
Healso compared our prison system .with prisonersfr?ID becomingproductiv~ are:< '., >' .>3';. .·-::C\photo,bY Rick Ripley'
thosein China and Scandinavia~c'-' '0 ", fears of businesses and unionswho don't"~ ...., , .. ','; .., . . . :<,
With 85 of our prisoners functional' .want competition from prison goods, and - 5 --Ie N d c.~., _.R ed -'
i1literates:and-cl?mingoutof. prison m. federalands~te laws prohibi~ travel._ e Igman:. a er 5 01 er:.
Wll'Seshape than they wentm,Burger, anduse of PrISon goods~ '.' , - ,.,,-, .c·Y.. '.~ .', ~-
emphasized the need for society to'bring, Since the trip to SCandinavia, various ';"<:, ". ::",.C-:'.1~';-:':' .:y< <;_. . ',).,< ..
the prisoners up to at least a high school planning conferences have beeaattended ByJamie Conrad .. '." .:., ,-_:'~;~, forget- tb;e dayT arrlvedin Washington; IL.,·
level."People in prisons' are; almost by: ' by business, union and prison leaders ".,:',was,Ithink,August6thor7th.larrivedon
definition,abnormal," said Burger. "They _r~ultin~ in so~e states, such. as Kansas, ,In the preface totheirl9'76 book, Taming>." an airplane at 5 o'clock at night, and every "
can't take stress. '!When they come out of "', ArIZona and Minnesota,followmg the lead., the. Giant Corporation ":(TGC) ; Ralph . ', ..•newspaper headline in the city - in all the :.
prison,in addition to having arecord, they of these other countries. For example, in' Nader. Mark Green; and Joel Seligman: . '"newspapers :- was identical: "Nixon to·
can't read, write or spell and have no job . announced an examination-of "giant. ;.-Address Nation Tonight at Nine PM." I·
skills."·c< ,.,; ..... --'. ,', corporatio~ •.•and the way they erode the . remember listening to the speech, literally . .
BRE'A" ....··K·.' .':~I·N· S·.· .'·:·""A:· . ·T ..·.·...":BU' RNS·:·rule of law and ethical precepts." They -··fourhours after I arrived, in which he .warned that.,','as power begets power, ,announcedhisresignation,and there waslarge corporations are able to pursue their a sense, far thOse of us who had a more
ByVictoria An1:d: -..-' T~cam~~ ~~~ke;[bt~ fUe ~abinet:\' :'~:~~~~:~~:n~~e ~:'s~~rifth:ff~;;;<;~~~r::~~~on~~n~Jt:; i
- " . .' ,< . which was mually kept locked. It·is not .' clearly. incompatible: with: democracy."····· .reform- .'proposals that· simply hadn't
A thief took students with offices on the '.' certain whether the me cabinet was lOcked .' Only two weeks ago, Nader carried the . existed, at least before the 1972election.'"
lhirdfloorby surprise recently by taking a '-, at the time of-the theft; but itwouId have . crosade on to G.W., where he debated New' He also described some oj the. detriments .
suitand a sweater from the SBA office, ao made little difference because the key to, 'Righter RichardViguerie and told the involved: .' _
3Smm camera andtwo'lenses from The . thefile cabinet was kept iilan open drawer G.Wio Current that if citizens didn't "In part;" because I was working in the-:
Advocate.:' " . "', iIia desk; in order for reporters to be able; organize, "the omy thing that will have public interest, which is inevitably. un· .
Thethefts are thought to have occurred . to \me the camera· as needed.. '. . . any voice in this country is an institution derfunded,understaffed, I was working 14, :.
sometimebetween. Friday; .Oct: 19 and .,'Chris Stock,:production Managerfor T~e . with an 'Inc. 'after its name." Mark Green 16hour days, 6, 7 days a week. I wOrked on
Monday, Oct. 22. The stolen Suit belonged Advocate, said the most likely suspect, 10", recently assailed corporate political action . that book on and off for most of 14months, .
to .KentMurphy, SBAPresident, who . his eyes, was "someone other than alaw T,committees . (see "Political PACman," 16 months,whatever it was, and I almost
estimatedits value at $300. Both the sUit student, because a law student woUld have •..:'..... The New' Republic,Dec. 13, '1982.) Joel . had pneumonia when I. was done. I'
andthesweater were lastseen in the SBA too much tolose if he or she gotcaugbt. :.. ' Seligman is nowa professor at the NLC,' remember going home to California,.
officeon Friday afternoon. The ·camera .' "Most states require bar applicants to.list ;,whose Law' Review will soon publish an where my family lived, while Nader and
Was last seen in The' Advocate office' bye- their', criminaL. convictions," he said.~ .. article of his innocuously titled "'l:'he Need' Mark Green would telephone me at night. .
JulieRiley, Photo Editor, on. Thursday··.. "They frown on granting .licenses to/for a Federal AppraisaIStatute." <He also There was one phone call where I literally
evening. ~- .' . ....,... . ··personsconvicted of grandlarceny," he: 'recently published his third book, The couldn't speak - my voice was so hoarse.
Both offices are' loCked at Dight, and . said. • " . . TransJormation oj Wall Street, the first So I woUld hold the phone, and I think
active members iiI. the organizations,:: --~ A wallet was stolen earlier in the week volume of a major history, of the securities Mark Green. spoke to me, and explained
\C~t~dial personnel and administrative.:-frorrithe.BALSAofficeat night and " ~dustry.) The Advocate was curious to . what editorial change they wanted to.
offICIalshave keys to the offices. However, returned several hours later by a member . see whether. and ~. what extent Prof. . make, andl would write a note and my
cleaningpersonnel' have been .leaving .the· • of.the cleaning crew who said he'd found it· . Seligman has diverged from· the reformist younger sister woUld read the note back to <
dOOrsto all the offices opening into the 303 in a trash can. '..Fifty dollars had been... views of his former colleagues. Mark over the phone."
entrance area open after cleaning the' taken, but charge cards and identification-> ProJessor.~Seligman spoke first. of his A discussion of "federal chartering" oj
Officesat night. The'door totheen-. were left in the wallet. Nader days, especially. the excitement corporations, one oj the pr'oposalscon-
,
lranceway for the stu.d..e.nt OfficeS.....w.a.S The SBA office has announced that from surro..unding t.he. TGC proJect:.. tained in .TGC, brought Jorth .tltese.
neverlocked and students generally have :"now on, the entrance door to the student ."I started to work for Nader just after I .
: e and gone as they've pleased;:" offices in 303-will·be kept locked at night. .graduated,Jn August- of·1974. I'll never, -- .... See Sellgman p. 3~ " ""'~-.' . ,-
, . , . - '.,'.,,', ' .' .'~~'; ./
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Green C!:Ianges Curricu!um
By Louis A. Siegel become .part of a program on "cor- '.
Prof. and newly appointed Associate poration, securities and banking," or as an
Dean. Harold Green has taken on the alternative, could fall under ad-
responsibility of improving the upper-level ministrative law. Green suggests the
J.D. 'curricula and LLM sPecialization addition of administrative law courses in
programs. This includes all 400 and 500 such areas as communications and
series courses -generally taught by ad- transportation, however the current
junct faculty. Green has suggested a program title - Administrative Law:
number of changes in the LLM programs Economic Regulation - maybe renamed -
offered to post-J.D. and graduate students, to reflect these additions, should they
as well as immediate changes in specific occur.
courses offered to both J.D. and post-J.D. G ",
students. . reen points out that amajor part of
The most recent addition to the Spring the "upgrading" process involves the .
semester catalog is a course on the reclassification of courses into a more -
regulation of investment companies and rational set of programs. In other words,
advisors. Three courses originally without changing the courses available (to
scheduled to be offered this Spring have' both J.D. and LLM candidates), program
been deferred: Public Sector Labor titles would be changed tomore accurately
Relations, 'Atomic Energy Law, and reflect their· content-As an example,
Taxation: Oil and Gas. Although the, Green has suggested eliminating the Land,
primary criterion in making s'!'ch changes Use Management Program per se,while
is the relevance of the subject matter Prof. Reitze, Director of the Environ-
(educatio~al, practical application), mental Law Program, is concurrently'
future curricular changes must also take seeking applicants for. a new faculty
notice of the university-wide shortage of position in this area. Reitze expects to
classroom space. . expand the Environmental Law Program,
In a recent memorandum to the Board of possibly to include land use and natural
Graduate Studies, Gree~. outlined a resources management,' although a
number of suggested reVISIOns to the number of options are available. . '..'
current spectrum of post-J.D. programs. - Finally, oneironic note: Green suggests
He emphasised t\:V0 areas of special ,that the LLM program "Law, Psychiatry
conc~rn -I~tern~t~onal trad~ law and and Criminology" :- historically a popular
banking. He Identifies international trade specialization "'"--Couldbe canceled because
law as the J?ajor deficien~y in the present no faculty member has expressed an in-
NLC CUrriculum. Banking 'law could terest in directing the program. .
H~1PbriPg.the world togetli~r.
Host an exchange student,'. .
,.f As part offute~atiomtl YouthExchange','ciPr~~idential Initiative
or peace, your family welcomes a teenager from another country into:••
your home and mto your way of life.. '. ..•.
\ V:olunteerhost families from all segments of American socie .
are ~mg selected. Ifyoud like to be one of them send for ty
more mformatIon. '. ' .x
Help b~ the world together, one fri~ndship at a time.',
r!!1 A messall:e from The Advertisinll: Caunciland T~ Inter:natinnal '\I.,th Exchanll:e. '
i . .·'·'t·:; ,'--, ,~ " ' ,.
f~r'en'd of se~esferJssue~pproachl~9.
f.onfact!h~.~dvocOt~'~r~r'i303.B ,Burns
.H'~,j~'We p~ymoney'f~r' al1lcles.
~.- ,. . . . '. ' ..'
J. :Dr.Jaco~ Burns modestl.ytha~ed the.:~;d~dication of the new Burns Law Libr
crowd. for Its warm reception, during the;" ··.·sayinghe didn't know why he was hono~ry,
.' . all he gave was money. ed,
Burns said ~ reward for donating the
funds- for the library is the "enorm "
feeling of satisfaction I get when I see :
~growth a~d development of our Universitye
. not only. 10 physical facilities, but also U;
·,·academlc achievements."
NE~,CUSTOMERS
~10RDPROCESSING; 8,
. TYP ING ON" CAMPti~·""
I TERM' PAPE'RS';':
". REPORTS ',~, THESES
i RESUMES
TAPE
TRANSCRI"PTIONS
RE~ETIJIVE- LETTERS
/\~E'ARE .,OPENMON-SA 1\:
PLgA~g.~C BsPf:1o~f
;;82i-0992
,.,,~,.
Z025 EYE STREET ,N'"SUITE 202 ~ r:
~eBa~NGTON~ D.C. '
ii' ....,",.
'..
,Enrichment Program:
;Waltz',5 Magic
Prof. Jon Waltz of. Northwestern
University Law School addressed students
_ an? interested facuIty on "The American
Trial Process: Evidence, Procedure and
, Prestidi~itation," on October 18 as ~rt of
.the EnrIchment. Program series. Waltz
, r~ei~~~(},~.J,p~ a!.¥ale,practiced ina
promment firm as a' trial' lawyer for more
th,an 15 years, is the author of the most
Widely;used evidence text book, and wrote
30 law' review articles on the topic. In
sho~, he isa .well respected legal scholar,
particularly 10 trial advocacy.
, .A trial lawyer in America, according to
Waltz, is an artist painting a picture to
create a moment in history. The art the
trial lawyer' uses .is akin to magic. The
magician-lawyer has been given special
powers, to permit him-her to make things
appear and disappear, including evidence,
.facts, and at times pure truth. Armed with
powers .Irules of law) and incantations
(rules of evidence), the American trial
lawyer is a necromancer-Merlin capable
of achieving any result desired.
It is this special power which has been
Iresponsible for the greatest justice and
injustice in our society says Waltz. The
individual lawyer must make the choiceto
manIpulate the Powers and process for
either, good or for ill.
. 'Waltz concluded his discussion with
a quote from Winston Churchill, "The
system of justice in the United States is the
worst, except for all the rest." Within this
.system Waltz hoped all NLC graduates
would '.'do good magic." ,
."Advertising Law
On December 4, 1984, the American
Advertising Federation will conduct the
8th annual AdverUslng Law & pu~c
PoUcy Seminar. This annual event.:
highlight major issues and trends IN!.
the advertising and business commUll1ties.
Natlonally respected congressional,
regulatory and legal experts will .be
discussing current as well as controv~al
legal laaues. > 00 is
A lOw registration fee rJ $30.
avaUable for students.
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Profile: First Yea'r'SBA Reps
,...... '0 ....
"" ",-.
Newly-electedSection 11representative,
MichaelPaul, hopes to make the SBA an
active, ,organized student, government
whichis available to the student body;
Paul is a resident of San Diego,
California.He comes to the NationalLaw,
Center via the University of San Diego,
wherehe received a bachelor's degree in
politicalscience.
Paul's said his background is a little out '
of the ordinary for your' average law
student, as he spent five years, working
overseas in off-shore oil fields.
What sparked Paul'slnterest in SBA?
He said that, although, he was only"
peripheraIIyinvolved with student
governmentin college, he did not like what
he saw. He said the SBA will give him a '
chanceto try to affect some change in the
systemfor the better.
Tom Eggert, Section 12's new
representative to the SBA, feels law school
shouldbe more than an, academic ex-
perience, especially in Washington, D.C.
Like Michael Paul, Section 11 rep,
Eggert brings to the SBA' an Uncommon
Seligman from p.. 1
statementsof his views on public interest
work as it concerned him professionally,
and on its relative merits as a tool for
change:
"Federal chartering is a slogan, which
in a sense was a misnomer -again, 'it
attracted attention" to the concepts'
discussedin the book. We didn't want to
supplantthe state chartering system, we
wanteda dual chartering system, whereby
corporationswould be subject to state law '
to the extent they weren't regulated by
federal corporation laws. In essence,
there's no difference between, what we
called federal chartering and, for
example, the ,1934 Securities Exchange
Act, insofar as it applies to business
corporations. But. by calling. it federal
chartering,you }fad a slogan which had a
certainpublic relations value."
"The cause of tension of working for
Naderwas his very real need to be con-
cernedwith the public relations value of
proposals,and my sense that I was more of
ascholar than a public interest advocate,
andthat Iwas more comfortable focusing "
onthesubstance of the Issues.J don't want
tooverdramatize that point, or overstate it ,
-90%of the time we agreed on issues':"'-
but there was always the incremental '
proportionwhere I began to feel a little bit'
~CO!llfortable." , '
~ou're right that other chapters of ' the
k Which I did not write were more
COlorful,and more an attempt to appeal to '
Popular opinion., 1. tried to be more, ..
~lytical, frankly, thari.Ithink Nader was,
~tireIy comfortable within that book. On'
e other hand, to the degree the book was,
~en Seriously, in terms of members Of "
ngress, in terms of the SEC; in terms of
~eS~urities bar, which to some degree ,
ae trIed ,to persuade, the less populist:fuIoach,if you will, was the more sue-
these one. You've got this tension -:.,'
be ~_~~pllcated issues. They' can't.
a_QRltlQ pur~y on a passionate level
background. ,Not many law students can
boast of having taught school to Phillipine
children in their native tongue: But
Eggert,'who' spent two years in the
Phillipines with the Peace Corps, can.
Eggert comes from Thiensville,
Wisconsin, and graduated from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1981
with an inter-disciplinary degree in En-
.vironmental Problems and Policies.
Bggerts views the SBA as a good
diversion from the law school life. The
SBA offers a chance to become' involved
outside of the academic experience but
still within the law school, he said. As a
.member of the SBA, he hopes to increase
opportunities for interaction between, the
first year sections. '
Section 13 SBArepresentative,Trent
Copeland, ran for SBA rep to ensure
responsible' and informed representation
for his section. He said he also likes being
involved ,in -the jntracacies of the law
school.
Copeland is from the area. His family
lived in Chesapeake, Virginia,but
. recently moved to Virginia, Beach. He
received his bachelor's degree in history ,
from Dartmouth College this year ..
. Adding to the ever-growing list of
'diverse backgrounds in theSBA, Copeland
spent part of his education studying
.spanish and spanish history at San Louis
Universidad in San Louis; Mexico. .
Much of Copeland's, time is' currently
spent getting ready for classes. He said he
thinks it ,.is important •for first year
students to immerse themselves in the
academic challenges of law school. But, he
said, he hopes to maintain his perspectives
on life.. .
Section 14's newly-elected represen-
tative to the SBA is Jonathan Welch. ,
Welch comes to the National Law
Center after receiving a bachelor's degree
in economics from Vanderbilt University
in Nashville, Tennessee. . :
. Welch is the SBA's Southern connection.
He hails from Ocean Springs,Mississippi,
just a stones throwaway from Biloxi and
the Gulf,Coast. .
Students from Section 14 with concerns
~'or grievances, ego grade disparity, (a
, perennial gripe among students of that
section) should voice their, concerns. to
Welch.
Section
20
Brian' Escobedo, Section 20's new
representative to the SBA, hopes to use his
position to help ensure good support for
night students. .
Escobedo comes from' Arizona and
California, .and is a graduate of the
University of Notre Dame. He has a
bachelor's degree in government and
, . international relations and a: master's
degree in international relations.
Yet another non-traditionalist : law .
student in the SBA,' Escobedo's
background includes seven years in the
Air Foree" where he currently holds the
. rank of captain.
.;.- they have to be addressed through a
reasoning process and through a
systematic comprehension ... It's not just
enough to have your heart in the right
place."
Professor Seligman had this to say about
, whether he still feels any "mission" about
his work:
"At the moment, I feel very strongly
that at the federal level, in corporations
and securities law, investors, and those
affected by business corporations, such as
neighboring communities and employees,'
are to a considerable degree un-
derrepresented. They are ,un~
derrepresented .in the,' sense -tha t. the
relevant agencies at the federal level that
should be protecting them only do so in- .
termittently, and also in the sense that
their litigation rights, particularly during
the Burger Court, to some degree have
atrophied. My role, as I see it, is to be an.
author who: tries to balance, on', the one
hand, a reasonable, fair examination, of
the serious issues in this field with, on the
other hand, some consideration of the fact
that virtually all authors who write In the
corporation or federal securities field tend
to be attorneys who work for law firms
who work on the defendants' side, or tend
to be academics whose sympathy is for the "
defendants', side: In a sense. there's a
tension in what I write. To a large degree it
is not normative, but descriptive, or
analytical: it is an attempt merely to
understand the issues, to amplify them in a
way that puts them in a coherent cor-
, poration and securities law framework. On
the other hand, to some degree, Ifeel very
strongly that you 'can better protect per-
sons affected by business corporations 'or
securities holders if there's a writer who to
some degree reflects their point of view in
both the technical and popular literature."
In. The High Citadel, Professor Seligman
criticized his alma mater, Harvard Law
School. lor ita lailure to lead. De,crlblng
.... . . -..
the' "near-universal emulation, of "Har-
vard" as "dangerous to 'American law,"
he recommended changesb~ curricula,
teaching methods, grading, and ad-
missions. Six years later, Duncan Ken-
nedy still rails against the "illegitimate!'
hegemony of Harvard. While he feels that
changes have, .occurred, Professor
Seligman is much less prescriptive than he
once was, instead advocating a policy
reminiscent of Chairman Mao's>."leta
thousand flowers bloom:" (~' .,'
"The term hegemony is employed by ,
Duncan Kennedy in a number of contexts,
some of which Ipersonally find childish ...
The broader point is that I felt throughout
much of the history of American law
schools, ;there had been one dominant
Prof. Seligman
model, in terms of legal education, and
that was what I referred to as the Harvard
Law School model.. Imust say I'm hear-
tened to some degree by developments
over the last 10 years, where we've clearly
seen an attempt by several law schools to,
develop theoretical approaches to the
literature" and, the 'teaching of,' the, law
which are highly 'different from the
Harvard model. Now it is somewhat ironic
that the leading exponents of this
theoretical viewpoint were not the public
interest law schools, but instead have been
inStitutionS like the University of Chicago.
But nonetheless, the genie is now out oftbe
bottle: We're'going to seeIncreastngly
diversification in the technical literature '
of the law, and in the methods by which
.Iegal education is provided, and that I
think is healthy. The basic concern when
you looked at legal education in the two or
three. decades immediately after World
, War IIwas that it became stale, it became
dull, it became intellectually tired.' I think
in the last decade there's been a revival in
the quality of the content of the technical
Jaw literature and in the willingness to
experiment with new methodologies."
"You now have at the University' of
Chicago a law school that is not pretending
to be a pluralistic instltution, but claims to
be a center for law and economics. You
. now haveat other law schools a demon-
strable attempt to be pluralistic in-
stitutions. You now have at yet other law
schools such as Northeastern an attempt
to be a co-op form of legal education. The
emergence of rival schools is more likely
to maintain the vitality of legal education
, than if every law school attempts to teach
the same way."
,'. "The reality at the moment is that law
,schools' intellectual content has fac-
tionalized. On the extreme left, you've got'
the Critical Legal Studies. movement,
some of whom are Marxists, some of
whom are radical, some of whom are
liberal, some of whom are just interested
in the ferment they've brought to the study"
of law. On the extreme right,you've got
the law and economics types, and in
between, you have a series of different,
more. moderate approaches. The fac-
,tionalization is.healthy. It means 'nobody ,
can be smug. 'It means everybody is in- ,l
volved in an intellectual, adversarial
process. It means if you write something .
foolish, somebody's going to call you on it ..
'It means that we don't just look at the
world through a single prism, but we see it
through several different types of glasses •.
and that's a healtby development."
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Essay Contest
,"Should Toxic Torts be Dischargeable in
Chapter II Bankruptcy Proceedings'?" is
the topic for the Fifteenth Annual
Environmental Law Essay Contest of the
Association of Trial Lawyers of America
(ATLA).
Any currently enrolled student in an
accredited law school is eligible to com-
pete by writing an essay on the selected
topic. Each law school will judge the
essays submitted by its own participating
students and select a winning essay to
represent the law school'in the national
judging. Law school winners will receive
$100 and a certificate from ATLA.
Deadline for essays in the law school
judging is March 1, 1985. .:
All winning law school essays must be
received at ATLA by March 15, 1985, for
inclusion in the national judging. All
essays in the national competition will be
judged "by a ,panel of independent en-
vironmental law professors. The first,
second, and third place national winners
will receive $1,000, ,$750, and $500,
respectively, in addition to plaques cer-
tifying their' outstanding legal writing
accomplishment. Winners,,' will be an-
nounced at the end 'of April 1985.
. F trst pl~ce national wi~~e; in the
Fourteenth Annual ATLA Environmental
Law, Essay Contest on - the topic, of
"Liability for Dumping of" Chemical
Waste'?" was Laurel Lockett of Boston
University School of Law, Boston, Mass.
For more information on. the Fifteenth
Annual ATLA Environmental Law Essay
Contest, including contest rules, contact ,-
your law school dean orwrite:ATLA
Environmental Law Essay Contest, 1050
31st Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20007,
or c~'l (800)424-2725.
Equal Justice Fouridation Summer Grant Program"
WorkingiforAmnesty International
..~...., -
By Cheryl polydor
, Two years ago, I explained in the
"personal statement" that I prepared for
my law school applications that my study
of Soviet dissident literature had led to an
interest in human rights law. If someone
had asked me then what I would most like'
to do after finishing my first year of law
school, I would have said I wanted to work
for Amnesty International. Thanks to a
grant from the Equal Justice Foundation,
that is exactly what I' did last summer.
Amnesty International is a worldwide
human, rights organization with, 500,000
members in 150countries. Amnesty's work
is based primarily on the UN Declaration
of Human Rights, and devoted exclusively
. to the following goals, as set forth, in
Amnesty's charter: the, release of. all
persons detained for their beliefs, race,
seX, religion, language or ethnic origin,
provided they have not used or advocated
"violence: fair 'and prompt trials .for all
political prisoners; and the abolition of
torture and the death penalty. Amnesty
works. to achieve these goals through
research and documentation:of human
rights violations, combined with cam-
.,paigns to exert public pressure on .the
governments responsible for the
violations .. Amnesty's Country Reports-
and other publica tions are widely
respected in the international legal
community -for their accuracy and im-
partiality. In 1977, Amnesty was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize; ,
While Amnesty, International
historically has been a "grassroots" kind
of organization, counting lawyers and
other professionals among its members
but rarely tapping their professional ex-
pertise, recently there has been anew
EVERY AVAILABLE
AIDFORTHE
LAW STUDENT
, .
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SMITH REVIEWS-NUTSHELLS
,CASE NOTES
WEST'S BLACK LETTERSERIES'
EMANUELS-HORNBOOKS
STATIONARY SUPPLIES AND MCRE
AT...
WASHINGTON
.LAWB00KCO.
1917 EyeSt."N.W.
development. The ~al Support Network most central themes 'I once had studied
was founded in Los Angeles in 1982. The from a literary and cultural perspective
Legal Network has the same mandate as were reflected in the underlying principles
Amnesty International itself, but calls on and policies of the Eastern European
lawyers to use their specialized training to ';model of. criminal justice, which derives
do legal research and write memoranda on '/from the Marxist-Leriinist philOSOPhy
human rights issues, to officially observe promulgated by the Soviet Union.
and report on legal proceedings involving ,_~;By far the most memorable part of my
persons within Amnesty's mandate, and, - "summer was a chance encounter at
in 'selected cases, to prepare amicus Amn~ty .Inter~tional's Annual General
curiae briefs for submission in Amnesty's ' ',Meeting 1D Chicago. One 'of Amnesty's
name. One of the major U.S. cases in principal projects is the worldWide
which Amnesty presented an amicus brief Campaign' Against Torture, and in at·
was Filartiga v, Pena-rrfla,. 630F. 2d 876 tendance at ,the Annual Meeting were
(Second err. 1980), where the Court of' several torture victims from various
,Appeals held that the Alien Tort Statute, . countries' (South. Africa, Afghanistan,
provides federal jurisdiction when an South Korea, Paraguay) who credited
alleged torturer is found and served with Amnesty with securing their··freedom.
process by an alien in th~ United States. At one point in the busy three-day rOUnd
T ,. 'of workshops, -Iectures and committee.: .,.. his' past summer,' I worked as a' meetings, I found myself' walking beside
research intern for, theLegalSupport .,the Reverend Simon Farisani, who had
Network. Under the direction of the been brutally tortured, by South Mrican
National Coordinator, a law professor'who ; police officials in retaliation for his
currently directs one of the ACLU regional speaking out against apartheid. Reverend
offices in California, I learned about Farisani had spoken openly at the cen-
AJnnesty's forthcoming survey of post- ference about his experience, and I took
.conviction remedies in the countries of the the opportunity to talk with him about
world. My summer was spent for the most "what I. had found most '.disturbing in' his
part in the Comparative Law section of the ' and the other torture victims' stories.
Columbia University Law Library, where I
I prepared an annotated bibliography on '" . told him that while Amnesty focuses
comparative post-conviction remedies, on the fact that torture is a systemic
and researched and wrote a report on post- phenomenon,' not. merely tolerated, but
conviction remedies in Czechoslovakia, actually orchestrated by governmental
Hungary, Poland and Yugoslavia. authorities,"when it comes down to it
As a former Russian literature major, 1- torture is one human being inflicting
found this work especially interesting. It- unbearable pain on another - deliberately
was fascinating (with the help of a good,',' and without provocation." Itwas as much
dictionary) .to read articles on criminal-." .il ,questi0Jl!1S, a statement, and, when I
procedure in Soviet law journals':" turned to look into the face of the man
tdoreover, 1 discovered that .some of. the _walking beside me, I had an answer. '
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Consumer H-E-L:P
'2·CarRepairs
the OCAor the Better Business Bureau
, (BBB) in your area to check on the
complaint record of a garage. The OCA or
the BBB will not recommend a particular
garage, but they will disclose to you any
complaints thathave been filed against a
particular garage. A customer who
-,decides to have his car repaired without
taking steps to contact the OCA or BBB is
inviting trouble. ,
'_ Once you have checked with the OCA or
the BBB and have decided on a garage,
don't assume the mechanic you will deal
- with knows the law on written estimates
and unauthorized repairs. Educate him.
Tactfully notify the mechanic and garage'
owner that you are entitled to a written
estimate . and will not, under any cir-
cumstances, ' pay' for any' unauthorized
repairs. If the garage is reluctant and
. hesitates in giving a written estimate, an
astute customer should find a new garage.
By' Jack Williams
Question: . .. . .
,I had my, ear.in a. local repair shop for
some brake' work.' The. shop' initially
estimated that the job would cost $125, but,
when I picked up my car the bill was $400.
Do I have to pay the full $400?
Answer:
The question above paints a not un-
common scenario. Although most garages
are honest, it will, pay to be prepared
before you are confronted with a problem
like this. There are certain steps you can
take to try to avoid auto repair problems ...
The first step, of course, is to become
familiar with your "rights" under the law.
Whether you have to pay the full $400
depends on where the work was done, and
whether you' asked for or waived your
right toa written or oral estimate before.
the repairs were performed. In Virginia, -
<; you have the right to request a written
estimate which includes the cost of parts
and labor, a description of the problem,
and the estimated completion date if the
repairs will exceed $25.When an estimate
has been requested, the repair bill may nor .'
exceed the written estimate by more than
10,%, without customer authorization. But
remember,the shop may charge- you a
reasonable fee for making the estimate..
You also have. the right to have all
replaced parts returned to you or made
available for your examination so that you
may. verify that the work was actually
performed. ."
.... If'the brakes .were ~epaired in Whe~ .y~ are given the written
Maryland, you have the right to request a estimate, read it before you sign. Don't
written estimate for repair work ex-i.. sign a. blank or incomplete written
ceeding$50. As in Virginia, the shop may estimateandalwiiys keep a copy for
charge. a reasonable fee for making the yourseH .. But remember, the shop may
estimate and .must state the estimated charge a reasonable fee for giving you an
price for labor, parts and surcharges and estimate.
an estimated completion date. If an The facts in the question allow for two
estimate has been .requested; the repair different situations. In the first, you have
shop may not charge more than 10% .over your car back but the garage is still in- •
. the amount of the estimate without the sisting on the total $400. Of course, you'
customer's consent. The shop 'may not should have a copy of the written estimate
-charge the customer for unauthorized or invoice. This is your agreement on the
repairs. The customer must be offered particular type of repairs authorized and
return of all replaced parts unless the the cost of those repairs. By law, you have
warranty requires thatthey be returned to to pay only the price agreed upon and
the manutacturer. In Montgomery County. ; - embodied in the written estimate plus
estimates may be requested for repairs possibly a sum up to the percentage limit
greater than $25. .' in your area. H you paid the garage the
Customers in the .District of Columbia $125 by check, keep the cancelled check.
must be provided with a written estimate/ Later, this may be proof offull satisfaction
unless they choose to waive thatright in ..of a legal debt. If you paid the garage the ,
. writing before they authorize the work to- $125by credit card, again keep the receipt:
be performed. If theright is not waived, Finally, if the garage is harassing you.
the written estimate must be signed by the about the $400, you should contact the OCA
customer and' 'must .eontain a general . in your area. The OCAwilHnvestigate the
description of the repairs to be performed, situation and if it finds that the garage is
.the labor and parts and the cost, and any engaging in an unfair trade practice, itwill
additlonal.. charges' including the fee .. file a law suit against the garage for civil
charged for providing the estimate. Unless penalties and an order to stop the garage
the customer agrees to a modification, the from engaging iri such practice.
total charges for repairs costing $300 or The garage may also try to place what is
less. cannot exceed the estimate by more called a "mechanic's lien" on your car. A
than 20 'Yo ,'. or:oo more than' 100,;, for mechanic's lien gives the garage a
repairs costing over $300: The customer property interest in your car until the
has the, right to examine or have returned repair bill has been paid. If the garage
all replaced parts: . . perfects a mechanic's lien on your car,
After you have become familiar with the notify your OCA. At this point, you may
law in your area, there are certain steps also want to contact an attorney. She
you should take to avoid auto· repair would be able to inform you on your rights
problems. These steps, although relatively and possible tactics in confronting the
simple, .cannot be overemphasized. As a garage and removing the mechanic's lien
customer, you should choose a reputable on your car., .
garage. Deal only with garages that are . I '
licensed or registered to do business with . n the second situation, assume the
. either a licensing agency or the County's' . garage will not let you have the car back
Office of Consumer Affairs (OCA). For until you pay the fuI1 $400. The garage
example; a garage operating in Mon- owner may also add that if you don't pay
, igomery .County must -obtain a license the full amount, he will sell the car and
. from the Montgomery County OCA. The apply any proceeds to the "debt" you owe
same type of procedure is required in the him. The-fIrst step you must take is to offer
other areas. Ask. your friends to recom·
mend a. garage. Finally,'you should call See Car Repair p. 6
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rBeware ofVermin,-
but for Jacob. For the collected wisdom~'"
By AnnieMcCormick, I . ' . and learning of centuries at the mercy of
I am certain that I have never formed so uncaring students whoperhaps did not feel
intimate an association with a locale in so as I did.. Envisioning a Dante-esque in-'
brief a period of time.as I have with the fernal punishment for offenders, I won-
National Law Center in the past two dered aloud about the/enforcement of the
months. When not grappling with legal -prohibition,Tomy surprise Mrs.Hea~,
issues in the orange of the Danzansky articulated her policy of gentle en~
Amphitheatre or relaxing in the blues and forcement and commended student co-
mauves of. variously dedicated Stockton operation as being excellent. "Every once .-
alcoves, I may be found along with other in a while I must tap someone on the
buddingbarristers in the Jacob Burns Law shoulder and the response, without ex-
¥:~:Ma~~~::e~~~~e~~::n ~~e~: ception, has been understanding.:'.···.-' ••::
feel the excitement of library love eour-..; I'felt reassured 'by' he/"'~~o~
sing through my caffeinated veins; Yes, control of th~ situation and strengthened
Jacob Burns has cast a spell on me. by her ability toremain calm inthe face of
Love began with my first library tour. I' a clear" and- present danger.' Head's'
thrilled to each wondrous attribute of the commitment to preserving the invaluable
luxurious facility, feelings rising . resources of thelibraryJor successlve,
academic passion. But I chilled when my - generatiollsWas evident and sincere.'With '.'
guide hinted of a deep, dark secret ~a .such a guardian,'I,knew Jacob was safe; ,
problem of ominous but 'hiddenpropor-' l'ventured juSt one more ,question;
tions. Itwas the fIrst thing to come bet- concerned ~hat' the ' po~tdedication
weenJacob and myself and I felt driven to reception ofpctober'18th had, rendered
knowthe truth. Withthe credibility vested ~ irreparable harm; (Eating. Smoking.
in me by The Advocate. l visited Anita Talking aloud. IMBIBINGin the library; It
Head, director, in her office.." ' seemed decadent if, not protane.) She,
"Is it true that ..; that there is a problem laughed. "Dean Potts-was very'kiild iri ,
with foodand drink being brought into the .' asking for 'permission -.-' very sweet in:'
library?" I asked, fearing ... : rats. "proposing champagne '<rather ,.than
Solemrily and solicitously, obviously at- burgundy" and for hors d'ouvres-vnot
tuned tomy sensitivity on the matter, Mrs. saucy items but pristine cheese cubes.'We:
Headframed her answer. "Yes. There is a were very happy to receive everyone in the
problem. Food and drink in the library do,-- library." Satisfied that all was as it should
attract tiny little animals which lodgeand be in the continuing battle against Spills
breed, and perpetrate damage," She and Crumbs (the Scylla andCharybdis of
seemed to grope for a delicate expression librarians and museum caretakers:
which would not upset my vulnerable " everyWhere)1took my leave.
suburban psyche. "VERMIN." I cringed. ' I went back to Jacob-« back to-themainr"
"Not always visible to the naked .eye __ reading room. I vowed that nothing::'- not
bacteria." Even Inmy.relief (not Ratsl) coffee,not candy bars, not even Faro-
my heartwasbreaking;·Not for,myself",'jSworth';"':' would ever come between us. -,
Part-Time Lawy~rs,
Employment Job Bank is'i service for '
'members of .the D.C. Women's Bar
Associationseekingpart time employment
and for, all employers, seeking part time
attorneys. Part time' attorney positions
have been available in private law firms,
corporations,and various government
agencies.
Car Repairfromp .•5·
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TheD.C.Women'sBar AssociationPart
Time Employment Job Banlt provides
employet:Swith access to a pool of recent
lawschoolgraduates, as well as attorneys
with a variety of specialties and years of
experience, available for part-time work.
Maryland; Virginia and D.G. Bar memo
berships are represented. 'The Part Time
the garage the $125explaining that the
agreement was for 'that amount alone,
possibly adding'That you will file a com-
plaint if theydo-not release your car. If the
, garage doesn't take the money, you may
decide to engage in some type of
negotiationand try to agree upon a price ,
betweenthe$125and the $400. Thismay be
the least damaging alternative if you are - "
notprepared topress the claim all theway
tosmall claims court. If youdecide on this
alternative, you should still call the OCA..
and the BBBand file a complaint against
the garage. This complaint may not help,'
you at this stage, but it will warn other'
custo~ers of the unfair and, deceptive
. practices of the garage. ','
If you decide not to negotiate .with the
garage, call the OCA and file a formal
complaint.As mentioned before the OCA
will investigate the complaint 'and may
bring suit against the garage. The OCA
may inform you of other remedies'
available to you such as arbitration or
small claims court. If you decide on small
claims court you should contact the clerk.
S~e is trained and ~~perienced in dealing' '
WIthpeople unfamlliar with the court..:
There are no easy answers in the second'
situation. Granted, the auto repair laws in,
your sta te and countyaid you inpresenting
or defending a case in>court, but these
rights "must be enforced' iii a court. or '-:
through the OCA.Of course, a customer "
, may be able to use these laws withOutever
going to court. By filing suit, 'you may be' ,',
~ble t~ put pressure on the garage. Uyou,'
file suit you should be prepared to go to
co~t even though the garage may not,' in '/
whichcas,eyoucan get a'judgmentagainst ,
the garage by default. ,',;" ,."
Auto repairs are serio~ transactions,
"They should be approached in a serious
manner. It cannot be overemphasized that
before. you 'have ,your, car repaired
possibly. even before' your car n~
repairs,yoti shouldshoparoUndand check
\Vithfriends, the_BBBand the OCAon the '
complaint record and reputation of
garag~. Adishonestgarage usually has a ~,
long complaint record. An honest garage'-'
~eldom becomes dishonest overnight. An ,,'
mformed consumer is the key to avoiding
, a~to repair problems. Refusing to deal ,/
Wl~ garages with.a poor customer
satisfaction record can become a potent
weapon for consUDlersin the autoe.repair '
market. -oc
If anyone is interested in working with.'
the Consumer H-E-L-P Mediation Clinic
and gaining valuable negotiation skills,
you should contact David Medinein the,
basement of Stockton,Hall.
.
,J. ...: • '"
Open'atll :00 For Lunch:,
. '
.... _.~':MondayThru Frid'ay'
UNIQUE SALADS, HOMEMADE. SOUPS, :OVERSTUFFED
S~WICHES" GREAT BURGERS, PIZZA AVAILABLE FOR
LUNCH ,- ,
. CARRY -OUT AVAILABLE -. <; "
-PIZZA HOURS:' TUESDAY~FRIDAY U:()() A.M.-MIDNIGHT
SATURDAY 5:()()P.M.-MIDNIGHT
': .. ~ -0-" ,"
~'TAKE OUT AVAILABLE ph. No. 223-2086 t.
HAP~YHOUR MONDAY-FRIDAY +'-7:30 ($4.25 PITCHERS)
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" , .. .
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outo()f.the.Main~ >' ",' " ," ,-- ~'
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:'Test,for Federal ,Judges
BY
Jack F. Williams " murder. This "religious testv.as-Mondale' ' Physical Fitness EXamination. Push-ups,
'. has coined it, is to be applied to all can-' 'sit-ups, pull-ups, the broad jump, the 50':,
As electionday approaches, many of us , didates for a federal judgeship. Now, yard dash, and the 600-yard run should be
ill havean important decision to make. politics .have historically played a' as an important and influential element as
~otonlywill we elect a President, but we' "significant part in appointing judges, and, an ABA recommendation or as where one
~ also choose the future course this~, tests 'arenot'a new American . went to law school. There may, however,
countrywill travel. The stakes for both phenomenon, however, what Mondale is be a devision of governmental powers
politicalparties and the American people upset about is this test so explicitly em- 'problem with the test. Arguably, the
are high. President Reagan's backers" braces a religious issue: .,.~, ' Presidential Physical -Fitness
warnthat' a Mondale win would catapult "For a while, lwas concerned that Examination is an' encroachment by the
Americaback to the: "Mondale-Carter'1 Mondale was against tests of anykind for ,. Executive Branch on the Judiciary. But,
era ofstagflation and low national morale,': judicial nominees; But, alas, my fears:" ':'we can get a Congressional agency to set
FormerVice-President Mondale's backers - have been put to rest.: Mondale is only an the passing marks.
warnthat a Reagan victory means more '.. opponent of religious tests. for judicial
inequalityand -no-. discernible foreign nominees. Therefore, thetests that Lhave
policy. . .' , .,,' contemplated to be used to determine
In this issue,The Advocate: has, ', qualiflednominees may still be valid. '
publishedseveral students' articles on the. ,_.Theproblem with the Republican ..
electionand the candida tes: .The Advocate. platform is that itembraces one test. Since ~-;
has attempted ~o·...cover the' election'.,' .ourearlydays in law school, we have been
campaignfrom' as' many perspectives as taughtto rely on one test. Let's 'fact it - 4i.Recite"Pledge of Allegiance." Judicial'
students,who were willing. to write,could one, test is not enough. Many tests should -, appointees must be able to recite the
show.This article will not attempt to' be propounded and this Itl:1ink will do: _ "Pledge of Allegiance" without Legalines,'
repeat or summarize these·'articles.,., ,. Gilberts, or law clerks. Nothing would be
Instead,this articlewill-Iocus onbut.one.v.. :l..A Bilingual Test:ror'Judge;~ Judicial more embarassing to our legal system
issUe- federaljudicialappointrn.ents. 'appointees should be required to converse .- than a 'judge who cannot lead,' the
Althoughmuch is "in issue during this ". fluently in a language other than legalese. "Pledge.". .
electioncampaign; one thing both can-":' ,We do kno~ that to lawyers, legalese has' \,
didatesagree upon is that the' next-.-' become a security blanket. However"asThis, of course; is 'not an exhaustive list
Presidentmay have a profound effect on ::-: judges~another language must .be of tests for judicial appointees. Such an
thefutureof our highest Court. As many as< required.' This test .would ensure the .endeavor would be useless; New tests can
fivejustices may leave the Court thus demystiflcation andacceptability of-the. . bedeveloped as issues change society's
~vingthe next President the opportunity'; '. legal profession by ordinary peopleunlike v: views and values.
to influence the interpretation, of the;;', you or me. After all, I'm convinced that." T' "
Constitutionfor a generation. ..',_ when an ordinary man hears two lawyers' c- ests are nice ways by which one can
T ' >-: ,speaking legalese, the man is positive the categorize people without relying on suchhe Republican NationahParty,'-two lawyers are speaking about him. . . abstract concepts as character., honesty,
Platformcontains a plank which wOUld and intelligence. With these teSts, the
require that before a candidate, is "c2:;The Presidential Physical Fitness ,">.latter three vague concepts can be ignored .',
nontinatedfor a federal judgeship, ,he 'Examination; All judicial appointees '."when appointing ,federaL judges. For'
mustentertain. the view that. abortion IS· should be required to pass the Preside!ltial .' example, .my .tests would give America
3:.Multistate Bar Examination. Judicial- '
appointees should be required to pass the
Multistate Bar Examination.' After all,
judges, like recent law school graduates,
shouldknow something about the law.
'>-->
,.OFFICE DOCTOR,.
, INC.'NO:YEAR lAW
STUDENTS
',,' ,
100,CCorinecticut
Avenue, N.W.•
Suite 1200',.
Washington. D.C.
. '
20036
(202) 223':'9439
SMH Bar Review has l1ewenrollment options
for students who register. now
"
OPTION ONE: . . -:-OPTION TWO: SAVE MONEY
SAVEMONEY", " . 'AND GETSTUD'(GUIDE~
"
SMH is offering a discount for our' . " .',;'A deposit ofS75.00 entitles you,to: ."
1986 Bar Review Courses (February and ',' • Secure disco~nt explained atlef!.
JUly).A $25.00 course deposit made • ". Receive the SMH study guidesby April 26, 1985 will secure the lowest.
course price. for your Bar Review Course , • designed for law school exam's, C'nd'whichincfude: Wills, Trusts. Co'rpora:
".
, I>tiOns. PartnershipS; Sales. Commercial- , "0 '.-' • --~--,. ~ ~ -#, ,Paper, Bank Deposits and Collections .
COURSE(S) DISCOUNTED
"- I, • SecurecfTransaclions, Evidence.
Federal Income Taxation, and,Federal
PRICE <'" ". Estllte ,and Gift Tax.. ' .
CT, DC, Flo MA . .; .... ,. Participate inthe SMH MPRE prep- :
MD, M,i~ NH, ;$525 " .' aration,
. , ,
NY V VT '- ...,'.
NJ,PA '. $495.' -' " -FREE REVIEW LECTURES
.' are available in many locations for most
RI.- e' $475
.,
;,'- topics contained in the study guides,
, "
,
MOOT COURT BRIEFS
• LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES
• PAPERS
• ,PLUS RESUMES AND
, COVERLETI'ERS!
' ..FAST,' EXPERT .WORD-
PROCESSING SERVICES
FOR' BUSY LAW
STUDENTS WHO CAN'T
ACCEPT A3-DAYTUR-
NAROUND FOR THEIR
....DOCUMENTS! '" ,/
STUDENTS DESIRING FURTHEA INFORMATION. REGISTRATION
MATERIALS OR SCHEDULES OF FREE REVIEW LECTURES MAY."
CONTACT A CAMPUS REP OR YOUR LOCAL SMH OFFICE... '
C~q.LU~ Re9. .-'~ ; >, ,
Scott Btb:nett ~
528-1909~" . ,':BAR REVIEW
:1-:800-343-9188
SMH/NY(212) 947-3560' SMH/DC-VA:::MD - SMH/MA (617) 742-3900 ..
SMHINJ (201) 642-4404 (202) 347-1971 .' (413) 583-3787
~,. .
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SERVICES
bilingual judges in excellent condition with
a knack for objective tests. Now I ask you I
is that so bad after all? '
Adelman
v
,Perazich
Roger Adelman, Assistant United States
Attorney in the District of Columbia, and
John Perazich, a.local defense attorney,
,gave some trial tips to' NLC students
during a recent presentation sponsored by
Phi Alpha Delta.
Adelman told of the trial tactics he
would use ~n prosecuting, and' Perazich, .
.what he would do in defending, a defendant
accused of possessing firearms.
'.. Both attorneys agreed that objecting to
.what an adversary is doing can backfire'
because the jury may think you are trying
to hide something.' Adelman said he
-usually wants the defendant to testify and
tries to force the defendant onto the stand
. through the use of evidence and witnesses
,during his case-in-ehief ..
Burger
from p~1, •
MiMesota, Control Data Corp. is training
and using 150 Prisoners to assemble.
.. computers. These people are' guaranteed
jobs when they are released. '.
.. With the large amount of money spent on
trials, appeals and post-conviction
remedies, the criminal justice system
neglects the. correctional process, said
Burger. Prison' reform is an idea whose.
time has come.' ,
Open' 'Hou~e
. The Community Legal Clinics of the
NLC are having an open house on Monday,
Nov. 12 from two to five p.m. in the
basement of Stockton. Here's your chance
tomeet the instructors and learn about the
clinics.
'Hirshhorn Director
To Speak
On Thursday , November. 15, Stephen
Wei!, Acting Director of. the Hirshhorn
Museum, will.speak about "Some Legal
Consequences of Determining that an
Object is a Work of Art." The talk, spon-.
sored by the Student Intellectual Property
Law Association, will be at 8:00 p:m. in
Room L302.
Bible lStudy
The NLC Christian Fellowship meets·
weekly on Wednesdays from 11:10 to 12:00
in the 'Burns 3rd Floor Conference Room
'(instead of Stockton 304 as previously.
announced). All·are welcome.
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UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA SCHOOL OF LAW
1985SUMMER LAW STUDY ABROAD
TOKYO, JAPAN:June 19 - August 9 C OXFORD, ENGLAND:July I-August 11
, ,
Emphasis on U.S.-Japanese trade. Students live in' 15th century Oxford
Courses in japanese Legal System, College and are taught by Oxford
International Business Transactions, professors in Oxford Tutorial Method.
Comparative Law. Internships avail~ble Course offerings include Jurisprudence,
with Japanese law firms and corporate European Economic Community Law,
law departments. Instruction primarily by Legal History, Computers and the Law
Japanese professors ana practitioners. 'and various compar,ative courses.
Visits to governmental offices and com-
pany legal departments.
HONG KONG:June 9- July 31
STRASBOURG,FRANCE
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND:June 7- July
27
Emphasis on ·Hong Kong as the com-
mercial focus for U.S. trade with China
and the laws of Hong Kong and Asia.-
Subject areas include financing and
Emphasis on international human rights taxation of international transactions
and public international law. Taught by through' Hong Kong, Commercial
recognized experts from around the world. arrangements in Asia, and the emerging
In cooperation with International Institute commercial structure of The People's
of Human Rights (Strasbourg) and Henry' , Republic of, China. Internships available
Dunant Institute (Geneva). Courses o,n with Horig Kong law firms, corporations,
Sources oj International Law, Inter- banks and tM government.
national Organizations, Human Rights, '
Law of the Sea, Outer Space Law, Civil
Law and Humanitarian Law:, Internship SINGAPORE:June 10-iuly 31
possibilities.
Focus Of the program to, be held at
National, University of Singapore will be
the legal aspects Of investment and
development in Southeast Asia. Resources
available: ,Center_ lor Southeast Asia
Studies, Asia Pacific Tax and Investment
Research Center, 'extensive English
Institute oj International & Comparative language library in a modern law school
Law with a local faculty oj recognized experts
University of Santa' Clara' School oj Law on problems of trade, investment and
Santa Clara, California 95053 . development in the region. ,Internships
(404) 554-4J62 available with Singapore law offices.- ,
To reServe your place,please {nclude a' $JOO.OO deposit.
ALL COURSES ARE TAUGHT IN
ENGLISH. ./
APPROVED BY 'THE· AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION.
For a detailed brochure, contact:
Devil·. Advocate
Casey DropsA:R~sume
, \
By Michael Goldsmith
The leaves were turning gold at the NLC: '
that
day ,
The students .were all decked out in
,fashionable ~
'shades: of greY~· " ;
Huddled around the bulletin board were,
anxious -,
faces
Hoping for an interview, With fthns in-
distant places .. ,
Though his experience was nil,' and his
grades were
in the basement
And when, responding to-the cheers he
lightly doffed his
hat
They all thought how much better to the
firms they'd look. "
than that.
Heheld oufhis resume for every eye to see
Next to '''academic honors" he put "first
grade
spelling bee." I:
','A straggling few got up to go' in deep , Next to "academic honors" he sub-
despair, the rest,' , sequently listed
Clung to the hopewhich springs eternal in 'Pornographic book shops he frequently
the human breast," '_, - " ' ,visited.
They thought, "U oDIyCasey would dropa -- .,
cover letter,', . ,
Then our own resumes would look all that>
much the better. "
.>
Flynn was in the top half, and so was
Jimmy Koffer, ' ,
But after the first drop, neither ,one
received an offet , ' ,
So the stricken multitude Withmelancholy'
sobbed, ' ' ;
"When'will the inept Casey start to lookfor
.a job?"
. ..-'. -/.
when Baker, (top quarter) 'to the won-
derment of all. ' , '
Landed a summer internship, running into
~. .
And when the dust had settled, and the
, students heard
'I the word , ~
There was-newhope for a clerkship before
law school's
year third:' .' , "
.Andfrom the entire second year and more
, -there 'rose a ' .
- lusty yell ' .: ,
Itrumbled through Lerner,' and through
Stockton Hall
as well, .
It echoed off Marvin, and recoiled of its
own volition;
Casey, the clod Casey, now sought a legal
positionI -
There was ease in Casey's manner as he
strode into '
Placement.
There 'was electric excitement bUZZing
throughout the air , '
Hoping to contrast strongly Withthe jerk
, standing there.
,Thought Parker, "I've worked for agen-
'cies all over the coast, .
AndCasey's research project was 'Howto
Make French Toast'."
With a sneer on his lips Casey tore uphis
- wild-cards '
, ,'Claiming, '''These are only needed by
incompetent slobsl"
Then he opened the folder of Pullman and
Rayon, .' .
Revealing that his resume was writtenall
, in crayon. . '
And to the delight of all on that pleasantly
'cool fall, . .
day,' "
. Casey dropped with all, 'including the CIA
All faces were smiling, nomatter thepoint
•of view,
"With Casey as competition, we'll all get
an interview::,
, Ohsomewhere in this favored land, thesun
is shining "
bright ,
The band is playing somewhere, and
somewhere hearts are
light ", . .
But at the NLC, its all tears and woe-
begone ' '. ,-, .'
.For ca~ey, the inept Casey's workingfor
Covington.
. " , .... " . ,.... ,
~~~~ ~~....,........,.......,....,
··x;.. , ~~,.,..,, Mr. UJlJu ..J,
L.+ ...,& 'era. .+
M4l1 •• ",' t,....k, i..,.l.w,-I&,
. 41tJ. ac.r..I,,~ , ..Ii,", i"
, ~(,;.j &r ..-I..II'1 ;"""h. •• , '!
'\
/
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VOTE MONDALE
Let us build a time capsule as President, land based ICBM's' where" the Russians
Reagan suggested at the Oct. 21 debate in have "a 10-1advantage." .America would
Kansas City, 'and fill it with the speeches remove 25 of its nuclear arsenal if only
and rhetoric 'stemming from the 1984 those unreasonable Russians would scrap
presidential election campaign. What will 75 of theirs. Doublespeak or sheer
posterity think of a President who to make ' ignorance, we are certainly not safer now
peace prepares for war, calls opponents of, than we were four years ago. Walter
school prayer intolerant.of religion, wants Mondale favors a more sophisticated
to spend a trillion dollars on a dangerously approach to arms reductions talks, and his
destabilizing "star wars". anti-missile ,proposed military package is a far cry
defense, and then plans to give the tech- .from the unilateral disarmament Reagan
nology to the Russians rather than just sit claims it is. Mondale would seek a
down and reduce the existing. nuclear 3% increase as opposed to Reagans
missiles, considers an invasion "peace 7% hike in military expenditures.
through strength," and got elected vowing Mondale also opposes the Reagan backed
to balance a budget containing record B-1 Bomber, the most costly weapons
military expenditures and not raise taxes. system ever, which only has a life ex-
Our descendants would conclude that the pectancy .of at most a decade until the
"double speak" George Orwell advanced Stealth Bomber would make the
prophetically warned about thrives in the ' B-1 obsolete in the mid-1990's. Mondale
most powerful position in the world. In the also opposes the MX missile, a
hope for a safer future, The Advocate destabilizing 10 headed nuclear hydra,
endorses Walter Mondale for president in which has no strategic pUrpose.
the November elections. Go down Constitution Ave. and watch the
President Reagan Orwellianly insistsgrieviilg put floWers by remembered
that "getting the government off the names on the Viet Nam War Memorial. Go
peoples' backs" connotes cutting off badly 'to the adjacent. grassy field. Watch the
needed social programs while thrusting young' men play football~' They are the
the machinery of the state into the most monument for Americans not yet killed in
private and personal affairs of the citizen. central America. Leave a rose for a loved
A person's relationship with God lies in the one yet living. At The Advocate, we believe
heart of that individual. A tyranny of the that the interests of peace are not best
("moral") majority should not force their served by saber rattling; and covertly
mores onto those with different con- undermining regimes. Such behavior can
victions in the classroom or in the abortion .only succeed in the polarization .and
clinic. militarization of that region. HopefullY,it
President Reagan claims he is pro-life. is not yet irreversible. .
Why can't he extend his concern for the -As·students of the law, we at The
unborn and the unviable to the natural Advocate strongly oppose the Republican
environment and living human beings? It party's platform rejecting the traditional
is close to gross hypocrisy. when a method of judicial selection, and making
politician supports the right to life of' a the issue of abortion the litmus test for
deformed baby "Jane Doe," while appointment to the federal judiciary~ We
maintaining a horribly disastrous record object to the spectre of the highest court in
in preventing the clean up of toxic waste the land being made up of "justices" who,
landfills that have caused such cancerous according to recent statements by Justices
birth defects in developing fetuses. ,. Stevens,Marshall, . Blackmun, and
Ask yourself if it is pro-life to maintain a Brennan, are bent on changing the law by
confrontationalist attitude, exude billicose ignoring the hard earned civil rights of the
rhetoric, sponsor covert,iIlegal wars, and past to fit their own. conservative
engage in mankind's largest military ideologies.
buildup. While history hassbown us that America needsia .president who can
there cannot be peace through weakness, explain tough issues to thenation without
history also has indicated the'. Kremlin's shallow one-liners, and is prepared to meet
reaction to American stockpiling of the press on a more regular basis.
weapons in a benevolent gesture. in the America can do without a president whose
.Interests of international friendship and finest moment was praising those who died
world peace. They too would declare their as .a consequence of his own muddled
unwillingness to negotiate from a position policy/and negligent implementation.
of weakness and the arms race goes on. .America can also do without a president
While searching for Peace, we prepare for whose dismal record on women's rights .
war, a war in which' there can be no win-" probably stem from the fact that he was
nero Reagan, at the debate told, as proof born when bustles were the rage, and only
the Soviets aren't serious about arms men had the right to vote: Let's build a
control, how they rebuffed his offer to ban time capsule, not elect one.
To the" Editor
There's been a slipl Somehow, against"
all odds and contrary to all sound ar-
chitectural standard; (no one knows how),'
two pay telephones have made their home ,
right smack in the heart of the new Burns
Library. Are these ordinary phones? ..Me
thinks not. Me thinks that. they must be .
very exceptional- possibly other-worldly
_ to have escaped the thick and strict:
rational analysis of the brilliant legal
minds at the National Law School. .
Let's face it.Most people fwd it easier to
study when it is reasonably" calm and ,
quiet. It is customary and sensible to
expect - even demand it - in a library,
The placement 01 these two phones In the
'" library disnJpts the concentration of the
students 1D the adjolDlDg rooms and makes
these phones useless for any confidential'·· .'
conversations. In short, they are not a
service to the students, but a .hindrance
and it's about time they are moved to,
.more practical locations. .
" " John Lopker
Submissions Welcome
Comments, ideas, and suggestions are
eagerly welcomed by The Advocate.
Interested persons' are encouraged ·to
write articles and letters to the editor,' to
draw cartoons, and to sUbmit anything you
thiDk important to the law school com-
munity.
M8ke yOW'voice heard at the law school
by writing to The Advocate. '
,
Tribunal: Reagan Guilty'
By Louis A. Siegel
The recent New York War Crimes
Tribunal found the Reagan Administration
guilty of numerous "blatant" violations of
international law. Despite the good efforts
of the United States Congress' and the'
International Court of Justice, many of
these violations continue to this day. On
October 10, three members of the TribUnal
addressed a group of' seventy-five
students, activists and interested citizens
at the District Building in Washington.
In her summation of the two-day
Tribunal, London Barrister Christiana
Hyte emphasized the "underground at-
mosphere" which allowed for a wide
spectrum of open testimony. Some of the
more shocking disclosures include
evidence of American troop involvement
in Nicaragua, photographs of chemical
warfare victims in Grenada, and
Nicaragua and tales of brutal experiences
in El Salvador. Hyte and Professors
Daubler (Bremen) and Natoli (Pisa) have
returned to Europe with plans for a series
of articles and media releases, designed to
nurture' .the new "European con-
sciousness"which recognizes the in-
justices of Reagan's foreign policy. (For
example, .the economic .aid package
recently approved, despite' Reagan op-
position, and which is designed to open
doors. to. these countries for. trade and
growth.)
Prof. Daubler, who teaches labor law in
West Germany, has worked first-hand on
the Dellums V. Smith case, which accuses
the Reagan Administration of violating the
Neutrality Act, by its support of the
fighting in Nicaragua. 'He notes that the
United States Courts have backed down
from addressing this issue in prior cases
because the plaintiffs include a large bl~
of U.S. Congressmen. The courts are
afraid of getting caught "in the middle" of
News AnalysIs
the executive and legislative branches. H~
called on the American legal profession to
investigate and enforce international law
or risk further abuses of the America~
system of justice. Daubler expressed his
surprise at the "great extent of fun-
damental opposition to Reagan's foreign
policies" which he has observed in the
United States.
Other internation'al and domestic law
violations cited include the Bolen
Amendment, the War Powers Act, the OAS
Treaty, Immtgration Laws (deportations)
and at least fifteen other laws. A number
of Congressional investigations are
looking into matters such as the illegaluse
of. chemical warfare and illegal arms
exportations.
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By Joseph Costa .'
Richard Posner, a federal appeals court
judge, believes that the scales of justice
should be replaced by a calculator. Inhis
essay, "The Economics of the Baby
Shortage," he proposes the legalization of
baby sales in' the free market. To most
,.people this idea is outrageously. immoral; ..
however,' there are certain positive
ramifications which cannot be ignored.
With the current trend to cut back on
federal support for. education, .' many
students are finding it difficult to fmance
their educations. This is especially true at
the National Law Center where students
pay nearly $10,000a year in tuition alone ..
Most of the law students here are of
superior intelligence and many families,
would pay quite well for. one' of their
, children. Law students could bring in
• about an extra $20,000 a yearl
, As recently emphasized in Prof. Ban-
zhaf's recent article in The Advocate,
'many law students simply lack sexual
enthusiasm. Who knows, maybe if law
students were forced to have children for
financial reasons they would one.day enjoy
it. Think of how wonderful for our
", profession .'that would be. In addition,
maybe we could claim our waterbeds,
Dom Perignon and VCR rentals of "An
'.,Officer and a Gentleman". as business
deductions.
Thereof course isa catch. What if we
have a baby who does not quite reach our
.: expectations. What if we have a deformed
child; if our child is nothing more thanan
ear which 'we later find out is also deaf.
Then how do we get rid of it? I feel con-
fident that through' various television
advertising we can find a very poor family
. who will purchase it. Maybe Roncocan
advertise such sales during late night
Twilight Zone episodes. They can throw in
a Ginsu knife as well: CUTE, ADORABLE
DEAF BABY EAR. ONLY $10.95!YES,
THAT'S RIGHT, ONLY $10.951
'. So next; time you hear Dick posner's
name, don't be.so quick to criticize.Who
knows one day you might make some
money thanks to him.
Four.,N..O~e'!i2Years'
;.~. ,j
, ~.
;.>,.'" ".';' ,
.;-:,-
~ economic policy has been to make most.
~ Fox Americans feel more secure. Do you
Last.. month, ..••......Geraldine. Ferraro •remember. the month in 1980 when in-·
suggestedthat. President Reagan's ad- .•. flation was running at 20 <, ? Remember
rtisingis "brainwashing" the American . ,21"" interest? Remember .1979 and the •
ve Ie Her claim stands as a reproach to '~'. gasoline panicj- The' instability of those
:OPe~ho say the Democrats have no new days played hell with national morale; in a
':as. Surely, insulting the electorate is a' viciousccircle, low' morale .made the
~velapproach to campaigning. I wonder." economy worse yet. Jimmy carter told us
ifitwouldwork in a j~b interview: ':Hello; it was our fault. Ronald Reagan told us he .'
Mr Coleslaw.I think you're a halfwit, And would, get government out of our way; .
that'sthe uglies~ tie,rve ever seen. Now once he did, he knew we could fix things.
hoW about that Job? ,,.-,.,>,. .:.. '> .....And that is what happened.
te~lt~~:~j~~;~:u:t ~!~;::a~~~~? •.••.Call··~e 'J~~~allY .confident' in
say in public that you are being braln-: . .Beagan's foreign policy? He is, after all,
washed, go ahead. Obviously one should 'the first: President since Hoover not to
meet with the Soviet leader. <Heis also the.-,~:.-.,.
"'....•.first President since Hoover not to lose any
"--c'''~ ..~~: countries to Communism.)
, '0;' ' .• Granted, Reagan has weird ideas about .
arms' control.' He doesn't think an arms
agreement Will reduce "the risk of war
unless it is equitable and verifiable. The
Soviets can probably be persuaded to sign
such a treaty, but they won't if they think
they can pressure us- into handing them
'something better; that'swhy they walked
out onus at Geneva. President Reagan is
in the process of showing them that they
can't. Now, as illustrated by Gromyko's"
visit; they are inching back. In a second
term. they will be ready to get serious
about arms reduction; .
But Reagan disdains to stop at mere
, arms- reduction. He dares to dream
greatly: he would begin development of a
missile defense system which, if it suc-
ceeds, will make the bomb obsolete and
.abolish the tragic' necessity for mutual
...assured destruction. But it can't be done
vote against Ferraro 'and her' running .. tomorrow, cry those who traffic in
mate.lam here toJell,yol,;l~~y.you,sho~.c!.j mockery;.in fact; we may not live jo see it ...
votefor Ronald Reagan-e- and like it.·t,'" says the President: In that case, let's get
In economic policy • the implicit .slogan started. '
of the Ferraro-What's-his-name ticket is: 'Reagan's arms-control strategy shows
"Youcan too argue With success." Four the toughness, confidence, .and foresight
yearsago, intlation wasaround 12 per- that underlie his whole foreign policy. In ,
cent;today it is 2.9pereent.Four,yearsCentral America, he understands .that the
ago, the prime rate was 21 percent; today judicious use of force now will save ten: _
ilis 12percent. Unemployment is1ess than thousand lives later. His support for Israel;.'
itwaswhen Carter left office. Gasoline.is has been such that the Israeli Government';
cheaper,and you don't have to wait in line' is.widely thought to' favor his re-election.
for it. .• In Grenada, when American 'students
B~t the Democrats have'an:~:;):~~:~~j~~n;a~~~~:~~~he~;::~~~;
p~nahonfor the recovery. It. goes like " like all other Presidents. he has failed to
this: Supply-side economics has failed,,, bring peace. Personally. I'm willing to '.,
even though the recovery predicted by,' trade Lebanon for a stable economy. tax
S~ply-sideeconomists is in high gear. cuts, a free Grenada, and a 600-ship Navy.
~ recovery was caused c' by c· ,deficits;? ,; I'll even throw in a Democrat to be named ...
~biChmust be eliminated. H you can- later.i' " .
:~i::i:o =:n~:~:~rc~~:~~e~ Ma~;"~ericans most'of ~hom at-
ever ~l~ct Jimmy. Carter. .. tend the NLC, are tro~bled by the Reagan
~ addition to cuttmg taxes. ~es}(~ent environmental policy. Respectable
.gan pushed through tax mdexmg, arguments can be made against most of
~hlChprotects our paychecks from ,his speCific decisions in this area. But
,~~~.k~tcreep. Walter Mondale In PresidentReaganhash8.dthe guts and the
:-"'IISyllled manded the "total repeal" of vision-tO ~see what extremists have
I!ldexmg.Apparently bracket creep; is .missed: in an. age of energy shottages.
gOOd for you. '..... .. . environmental decisions are economic
\lO~t.What about ,the deficit'! The decisions, and they must withstand coSt~
the tiC1a.n~who th,ink tax hikes wi~ cure benefit analys~. ". .
~ defiCit are mtellectualcousms to Guts and vision are considerably more
?/hillewho think they drive bet~r stoned. important th~n any ~pecific issue,. which is
!at e ta:c- rates ha,:e gone down smce 1980. why, they will decide the election. The
the receiptshave nsen by $228 billion. And crucial element· in the Reagan record is
~wbra~etswhich got the biggest cU.tsare . confidence. By his example. the man has i
1982PaYingmore taxes. Between 1981and 'raised the morale of an entire nation. '
lO ,the top rates on the rich fell from 70 to , President Reagan had the courage to cutI3let families. making, $100.000 pa!d' taxes when all the brand-name economists
\be f 1ll0retaxes m ~e .latter year than In...•..:~:,said "No." ~e had the c~age. to ~ut the .
Paid Ortner year .. Million-dollar earn~rs~f ~ateofs~d1J1g; to ~twalt theSovlets; to
!?i 42% more m : 1982. As econormst;,·.. mvad~ Grenada. ... ".
~.enBrookes . points. out, "High'" President Reagan had the courage to
\bey:l rates are self-defeating. beca~ . ,fire the PATCO strikers in 1981.Did you
tolls" Veworkers and savers off the tax •. . get any mail yesterday? H you did, you are
Illlth ~Somuch for raising taxes, and so ",' still enjoying the .results of that·
I
'Ib or the "fairness" issue.' .. . courageous act. .Despite M.00. Biller's
e net. res~t of. President. Reagan's., . , .,.' See Reagan p.U
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'The Fritz .Blitz
By Mike Billie"
H the America shown in Ronald
. Reagan's campaign commercials
.,'remotely resembled reality' it would make
sense to elect a grinning idiot president.
However. this world of joyful, hard-
working people waving thefIag exists
largely. in .Reagan's active imagination.
Out in the real America problems like
povery, discrimination, unsafe working
conditions and pollution still exist, despite
what the Reagan administration would
have us' believe. Dealing with these and '
other problems will require facing reality
and making hard choices -' a task for
which Ronald Reagan is singularly
inequipped. "-_
Not surprisingly,one of Reagan's main
strengths with the voters is. based on an
illusion: that Reaganomics has worked
miracles. Actually, the decline-In the in-
flation rate is due to a cruel recession
I brought on by tightening, of the money
supply by the Fed (Reagan' gladly takes
credit for the drop in inflation but blames
the recession on Jimmy Carter). and'
falling energy prices (which Reagan also'
- bizarrely takes credit for) resulting from
the world oil glut The recovery is likewise
the result of a normal post-recession boom
in consumer demand rather than the
explosion of investment promised to follow
Reagan's' tax' cuts.
In the meantime Reagan through tax
.. cuts decreasing revenue by $600 billion
over four years and a huge military build-
up has created a massive budget deficit
which threatens the nation's economic
future. These deficits mean .that the
government must borrow more to finance
its spending,pushing up interest rates and
, reducing private investment. A side effect
, of'higldnterestratesis a strengthened
dollar which raises.the price of American
goods abroad, hurting export industries.
While Walter Mondale has offered a
, .-concrete program to reduce the '.deficit,
Reagan demonstrates his leadership by
babbling about such illusory remedies as
the balanced budget amendment and' the
line-item veto.' "
NotOnly6~ve Reaganomics been
'. unwise. they have also been unfair.· As a
result of tax cuts and the opening of
, enormous loopholes those in the upper
. income brackets pay less of their income
,in taxes than they did four years ago and if
the Republicans get their way they~ll pay
even less - the platform calls for'
c .. ·elimination of the progressive income tax.
Meanwhile; the poOr have. been getting
poorer. The percentage of. Americans
living below the poverty line, after
decreasing from 20percent in the mid~'s
to 7· percent. in 1980. has. shot up under .
Reagan.
A recent, (presumably. non-anecdotal)
. study shows that nearly 36percent of black'
Americans now live below the poverty
line. Reagan's response is typical of his
leadership style: passing the buck. The
market. we are, told, will take care of
things. The theory here is that as the
wealthy and corporations me their tax
cuts for productive. activities (like cor-
porate, take-over battles) jobs will be
created and soon everyone' will be
prosperous. I doubt it. And even if I did
believe it, it'seruel to impose all the costs
of economic recovery on those in our
society least able to bear them. Walter
Mondale who, never having had the ad-
vantage of a stunt-man, understands the
pain of those at the bottom is serious when
he talks about providing a safety-net to
protect them. . /
Reagan's regulatory policies are
similarly .warped,' relftSenting a sim-
plistic "what's good for GM is good for
America" view of ·the world. Any
regulation adversely affecting the bottom
line - any regulation-is bad: Never mind
that the bottom line doesn't tellyou how
many workers are maimed on the job. how
many. people are exposed to dangerous
chemicals or whether women and
minorities are given a· fair chance.
. Reagan's technique of calming our con-
cerns on these matters is simple: he lies.
To use just one example, while only six of
546 "priority" toxic waste dumps
scheduled for cleanup under the Superfund
legislation have been taken care of,'
Reagan claims with a straight face he has
"moved' aggressively" against the
problem.
Foreign policy, 'vhere should Tbegin?
While Reagan has been putzing around
remodeling the kitchen.. the roof ..and ,
foundation have been crumbling. Reagan
claims the invasion of Grenada, an act of
brute force against a tiny island, has been
one of' the main achievements of his ad-
ministration. In areas requiring more
concerted effort he has been considerably
less successful-e-wttness Lebanon ..Crude
simplicity is common to all of Reagan's '
policies. In foreign ·affairs the, formula
runs like this : communism is bad,
therefore anyone. opposed to. communists
gets what they want regardless of their,
other qualities. This leads to support for.
right-wing. regimes which ruthlessly
destroy trade unions, the press and op-
position political parties, thus making
eventual transition to democracy even less
likely. According to the newly elected
leaders ..in Argentina, the return to
democracy ther~ was possible in. part
because of Jimmy carter's pressure on the
military government to respect human
rights. . ,
Reagan's policy on arms control is also
simple: build a lot of nuclear weapons and
thereby frighten the Soviets into agreeing
to limitations. This policy assumes. first.
'that we can build more warheads than
they am. and. second, that we won't blow
each other up before the United States
gains such a decisive advantage. The fIrSt .
assumption is dubious and with Reagan in
the White Home one can't· be very con-
fident about the second. It was reported
recently that Reagan mistakenly thought
certain nuclear weapons could be recalled
after firing. I'm sorry. I don't care bOw'
much he scares the Russians; I don't want
this man to have his finger on the nuclear
button ...
FinallY. idon;t even "like Ronald'
Reagan personally. Infact, I'd like to force
him head first into, a blender. He's
arrogant, be's self-righteom. he tells bad
jokes. and his policies scare my grand-
'mother. Nice guys don't scare your
. gra~dmother. c,
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Tempest Creates an Illusion
By Julie Riley
Shakespeare's magical romance "The
Tempest" launched the 1984-85season of
the Arena Stage Theatrical Company this
month. In November "The Gospel at
Colonus" opens, to be followed in
December by the "Passion Play."
"The Tempest," one of Shakespeare's
late romances, is perhaps his most mature
play and supposedly contains his farewell
to playwriting. The action centers around
the eternal conflict between reality and
illuSion. The distinction between what we
call reality, what is and illusion; what
might be (particularly clear and con-
vincing for would-be lawyers). is blurred
by Shakespeare as mere artifice. As a
result neither reality nor illusion is more
real or illusory, and the audience is invited
to experience the two' phenomena
simultaneously. ,
Prospera, the main character, is the
former Duke of Milan who has been exiled
to a deserted island through the acts of evil
men. As Prospero narrates to his beautiful
young daughter Miranda the tale of their
unhappy fate, his dreams burst forth upon
the stage revealing a fantastic array of
spirits. Prospero contrives to avenge his
exile by punishing the wrongdoers. While '
vexing the villains with his wizardry,
fantasy passes into reality. Prospero
discovers that a force greater than himself
is about to enter his island, his world.
Reagan from p. ,~.1
The ~em~t"'is Prospera's play, his
journey. By stretching his art beyond its
limits he becomes aware for the first time
just what his limits are. He may
manipulate .tbe weather, but he cannot
stop Miranda from falling in love. He can'
rule the actions of his faithful spirit Ariel,
but cannot defeat Ariel's urge to be free
from all control. Prospera thus learns how
to submit to reality,and to allow his
created reality to slip mysteriously from
whence it came. .
Prospero's lesson teaches us that art
does not exist independently of the world
in which it operates. Just as the world
benefits from the presence of art, art
. benefits from the surrounding reality. It is
this reconciliation which brings a happy.
ending to the play.
The great storm scene and various acts
of magic throughout, make "The Tem- .
pest" most difficult to stage. Yet director
Garland Wright and designer John Arnone '
bring the pages of Shakespeare to life with
nothing more than a bare stage. The effect
is theatrical genius. The audience is not
alienated by the technical props usually
relied upon in the production of ','The' .
Tempest;" instead between the actors and
the audience there is only the illusion
Shakespeare meant to create.
For 34 years the Arena Stage Company
has brought the finest in theatre to
Washington. This season promises no less.
I' . • ,/ . ~.
chest-pounding this summer, the postal"
workers are still on the job, and for that'
you can thank Ronald Reagan.
. In Decem~ 1981, ~ongreSs was'
playing its annual game of budget black-
mail: they passed a pork-laden ap-
propriations bill, and the President could
sign it or shut down the government. Most
presidents back down. President Reagan
shut down the government. Congress
passed a leaner bill.
Reagan had the guts to gamble a 25-
point lead in the polls on two televised
debates. When was the last time an in-"
cumbent risked a lead that size? For those
• of you who aren't political trivia buffs, the
answer is: Never. '
What kind of man do we .want to
negotiate with the Mafiosi in the Kremlin?
Who will apply the firmer hand to an in;
creasingly fractious Congress? Whom can
we trust to make tough choices and take'
daring chances? Do we want the man who
stared down Andrei Gromyko, Robert
Poli, and Tip O'Neill? Or do we want one
who has neither the guts to say "No" nor
the brains to spell it? ." . ' ..'
Which brings' me to the DemOCratic
nominee. The editor of The Advocate'·
asked me to .avold negativism in writing'
.this piece. I was planning to ignore him, as
, I usually do. I found myself ignoring·
Mondale instead. How can one argue with
a man who hasn't hada new thought in ten
years? His campaign song: ought to be
"Jejeune Is Bustin' Out ,All Over." », "
Bui, didn't the debates "change
,everything? Didn't they show that. Man- ..,
dale is not a wimp? After all, he prac-
tically called Reagan a Commie for
wanting' to-share missile defense.
technology with the Soviets. What.· that
proves, in light of his past record, is that
Mondale is two-faced. Ask yourself: if you
, had two faces, would you wear one that
looked like Mondale's? Sure you would -
if the other one looked like <;eorge
McGovern's. . ., " - ,~
- ,For McGovern;s was the face Mondale
tried to hide in Louisville and Kansas City .
.. At times the mask slipped, and we saw the :.' ,
timidity beneath, next to the bold vision of
Ronald Reagan. Walter Mondale spoke of.
the future, but he showed he feared it. He
would cling to the apron-strings of the;'
past, even a failed past. Let us return to a,
human rights policy that said half a loaf
was the same as no bread.thus giving US a:
Communist Nicaragua. Let us return to an
arms-control process tha~ perpetuated the'
arms race ..Let us return to fiscal policies /
that gave-. us unemployment~ inflation; .•
instability, and fear. Let us return to the,
protectionism that served us so well in 1900·
,.;. "And they said one to another, Let us
make a captain; and let us return into>
Egypt.'-\ ~., ,. -; '''--;~ ,,'.'
'Wehave a clear choice between a liberal .
and a conservative; ~th parties agree on>:
that. Webster's delines "1iberal"as "one
who thinks the exclusionary rule is a;
better deterrent than the deathpenalty.~'~
By contrast, William Buckley bas,
suggested ..that "Conservatism is' the
politics of reality." Realism and courage
make a powerful combination: one which'
explains the success of Ronald Reagan.
, ,~ "
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